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RECEPTION AND CARE OF HURRICANE EVACUEES

PURPOSE

The purpose of this appendix is to establish guidelines and procedures for providing emergency lodging, food, clothing, and other essential life support services for hurricane evacuees.

EXPLANATION OF TERMS

See Annex C, Section III

SITUATION AND ASSUMPTIONS

Situation

	Substantial portions of Texas are at risk from the threat of hurricanes.

	There is a significant possibility that hurricanes will strike the Texas coast and generate extremely strong winds, storm surge, and torrential rains in areas near the coast.


	The Texas Hurricane Preparedness program has identified coastal areas that may need to be evacuated during hurricanes and routes that will be used by those who evacuate.


	Based on historical experience in past hurricanes and surveys of residents in hurricane risk areas, [county/city] is likely to be a reception area for hurricane evacuees from the:   [List the hurricane study area(s) whose evacuees list your area as a destination].  


	Heavy rain and tornadoes spawned by a hurricane may also affect areas well inland.  Hence, local residents may seek public shelter due to the threat of tornadoes and flooding caused by heavy rains generally associated with hurricanes.


	The potential magnitude of hurricane evacuations requires the cooperative efforts of a large group of local governments, state agencies, the American Red Cross (ARC), The Salvation Army (TSA), and other volunteer agencies/organizations.


Assumptions

	[County/City] is considered reasonably safe from the major damaging effects of hurricanes, but many hurricanes produce heavy rain and generate tornadoes in inland areas.

	Evacuation of people at risk from the effects of hurricanes is an effective means of saving lives and reducing personal injuries.


	State law provides a county judge or mayor with the authority to order the evacuation of all or part of the population from a stricken or threatened area (including for hurricanes) within their respective jurisdiction.


	A detailed survey of Texas coastal residents living in areas at risk from hurricanes was conducted during 2001 to determine what residents planned to do during a hurricane.  The survey yielded the following results:


	Average Percentage of People At Risk Who Will Evacuate.  It is estimated that the following percentages of hurricane risk area residents will evacuate when advised to do so by local officials:



Hurricane Category
Evacuation Percentage


Category 1:  Wind speed 74 to 95 mph
36.8
Category 2:  Wind speed 96 to 110 mph
54.5
Category 3:  Wind speed 111 to 130 mph
77.7
Category 4:  Wind speed 131 to 155 mph
89.1
Category 5:  Wind speed greater than 155 mph
91.7

	Spontaneous Evacuation.  The survey results indicated that significant numbers of residents of adjacent areas where evacuation has not been recommended would spontaneously evacuate.  This means that evacuation traffic may begin moving before officials issue a formal evacuation recommendation or order and may involve areas where no   recommendation or order is issued.


	Evacuee Lodging.  Evacuees expect to stay in the types of lodging indicated below. 


Expected
Type of Lodging

Percentage


Stay with relatives or friends
46.3
Stay in hotel or motel
32.9
Stay in personal RV or travel trailer
4.3
Stay in public shelter
3.4
Stay in second home
3.2
Unsure or did not respond
9.8

Historical data indicates that more people stay in public shelter than expect to do so because they could not find hotel or motel rooms or reach the homes of relatives or friends in a timely matter.   Previous research suggests 5 to 10 percent of evacuees used public shelters during some hurricane evacuations.

	The primary means of hurricane evacuation will be by personal vehicle.  However, school and municipal buses and, where available, other specialized vehicles will be used to transport those hurricane evacuees who do not have personal vehicles and those in special care facilities (i.e. group homes, nursing homes, state facilities, etc.).


	It is reasonable to assume that evacuees who plan to stay with relatives or friends or in a second home will probably drive until they reach their intended destination, while those seeking public shelter will stop at the first open shelter they reach.  Evacuees who have hotel or motel reservations are likely to continue driving until they reach the hotel or motel of their choice, while those who do not have reservations are likely to stop at the first facility with rooms available.  Hence, hotels, motels, and public shelters closest to evacuation areas are likely to fill first.


CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS

General

	 See Annex C, Section V

	The majority of tasks to be performed during hurricane reception are common to any shelter and mass care operation.  However, reception of hurricane evacuees may be conducted on a large scale over a wide geographic area and involve a massive flow of relocation traffic.  Moreover, since hurricane evacuations often begin before a hurricane strikes the Texas coast, shelter and mass care operations may have to commence before a disaster has actually occurred.


	Hurricane reception planning as outlined in this appendix focuses on meeting urgent needs of evacuees in the short term and does not address longer-term recovery assistance. The State and/or FEMA as well as the ARC, TSA, and other volunteer disaster relief agencies, may provide longer-term assistance.


Hurricane Evacuation Shelters

Hurricane evacuation shelters should:

	Be located outside of hurricane risk areas.


	Be of wind-resistant construction.


	Not be located in floodplains or areas where access roads could be inundated by flooding.


	Not be located near facilities that make, use, and/or store hazardous materials.


Readiness

	Whenever a hurricane is detected in the Gulf of Mexico, this jurisdiction should be prepared to implement the increased readiness actions outlines in Section VIII of Annex C to support hurricane evacuee reception and care.  ARC and TSA elements will normally increase their readiness posture as hurricanes approach the Texas coast.  The EMC and Shelter Officer should be coordinating regularly with the ARC and TSA to determine its capability to support increased readiness activities.

	Prior to issuing an evacuation recommendation or order to their local populace, County Judges and Mayors in coastal areas are expected to notify their DDC.  That DDC Chairperson will, in turn, notify inland DDCs and jurisdictions by a TLETS message or by other means.  TLETS messages are received locally by ________.  The purpose of this procedure is to ensure that jurisdictions that will be supporting the evacuation effort are warned so that their emergency facilities can be staffed, equipment and personnel can be deployed, and evacuee reception plans implemented.  However, some spontaneous evacuation is likely to occur before coastal officials issue evacuation recommendations or orders.


Evacuee Estimate & Destinations

Tab A provides information on the estimated number of hurricane evacuations and the likely destinations for those evacuees.  Reference C, Texas Gulf Coast Residents’ Expectation and Intentions Regarding Hurricane Evacuation, available on the TDEM web site, provides some information on the intended routes of travel for hurricane evacuees.

Shelter and Mass Care

It is impossible to accurately predict the total number of hurricane evacuees who can be expected to take refuge in our area.  Many coastal residents will take shelter in their local area during less severe storms, but head inland during major storms. 

	Evacuees Lodging with Relatives, Friends, or in Second Homes.  The majority of hurricane evacuees are expected to lodge with relatives or friends or in second homes.  These individuals should not require significant shelter and mass care support from local government.   


	Commercial Lodging.


A substantial percentage number of evacuees would like to stay in commercial accommodations.  However, there may not be enough motel and hotel rooms or RV Park space available along evacuation routes to accommodate all evacuees.   Once all local hotel and motel rooms are taken, it is essential to provide this information to evacuees entering the local area so they will not waste time looking for rooms locally and so will continue further inland where they should be able to find hotel or motel space.   

	Public Shelter.  


	As it is infeasible to precisely determine the public shelter demand in this area during a hurricane evacuation, we will plan to open available public shelter facilities as demand warrants.  See Appendix 1 to Annex C for a list of local shelter facilities.  Once available public shelters reach capacity, we will provide information to arriving evacuees that local shelters are full, so that those seeking shelter know they must continue further inland to obtain public shelter.


	[Shelter Assignment Site(s)]


A central shelter assignment site will be set up at __________.  Incoming evacuees seeking public shelter will be directed to the shelter assignment site, where they will be assigned to individual shelters and be provided with a map and driving instructions from the assignment site to their assigned shelter.   Where appropriate, the shelter assignment site will also provide information on facilities that have the capability to handle evacuees with pets.

Handling Evacuees With Pets

See Section V.H of Annex C.

Evacuation Routes

We expect the following inbound routes to be used by hurricane evacuees from the hurricane study areas for which [county/city] is a primary destination:

	




Hurricane evacuees from other areas who have friends or relatives in this vicinity may use these routes, as well as others, to reach the local area.

Public Information

Content of Public Information to Evacuees

	The PIO should be prepared to disseminate information to evacuees on hurricane reception programs ensuring the needs of the whole community are addressed.  Public information materials should address the following essential items of information:

 
	Availability and location of public shelters in the local area.

Availability of local commercial accommodations, including hotels, motels, and RV parks.
Availability of food, gas, and medical care in the local area.
Recommended routing for transiting traffic.
Information on the availability of kennels or other temporary facilities for pets and boarding stables for livestock.

	Commercial facilities should be encouraged to report the availability of accommodations to the [Visitors Center/Convention Bureau/Chamber of Commerce], which shall provide periodic updated to the PIO in the EOC.


	Dissemination of Public Information


	All available means of disseminating information to evacuees should be used, including local radio, roadside message boards, electronic message boards, expedient signs, low power public service radio, handouts at roadside information points, and other means.  


	To maintain a continuous flow of evacuation traffic, it is desirable to provide information to hurricane evacuees while they are still in the traffic flow if possible.  Signs and message boards will be positioned on the following locations on inbound evacuation routes:


1.
2.
3.

Concise information should be provided on signs and message boards, such as: “Public Shelter – right on 26th Street”, “All Local Shelters Full – Drive On”, and “All Motels Are Full.”
  
	As the availability of shelter spaces and commercial lodging can change rapidly, provisions must be made to quickly revise and disseminate up-to-date public information messages.


Traffic Management

Historical experience indicates that many coastal area households will take more than one vehicle during a hurricane evacuation.  Many evacuee vehicles may also be towing boats, campers, or cargo trailers.  This should be kept in mind when selecting traffic control points, roadside information points, and parking areas.

	The hurricane evacuation traffic flow will be directed and controlled by the [County Sheriff’s Office and ________ Police Department] and by Texas Department of Public Safety personnel.  Traffic control will be set up, as needed, depending on the traffic situation. 


	Additional temporary traffic control may be needed on incoming evacuation routes at the turn-off points to shelters and in parking areas around the shelters.  As shelters can fill rapidly, any sign used to direct traffic to shelters should be capable of being rapidly installed, removed, and, if necessary, relocated to direct traffic to other shelters.


	In order to avoid sending incoming evacuees to a shelter that is full, it is considered essential that units performing traffic control at turn-off points to a shelter know the shelter’s capacity, get periodic updates on its occupancy, and have communications with the shelter manager and/or the EOC. This is so they can shut down the traffic flow as the shelter approaches capacity.  A planning figure of three persons per vehicle can be used to estimate the number of evacuees that have been sent to a shelter.


	Disabled vehicles should not be permitted to block incoming evacuation traffic.  They should be removed from roadways as soon as possible.  Law enforcement personnel should be prepared to assist stranded motorists since towing and repair services may be overloaded.


	Law enforcement personnel staffing traffic control points should provide regular reports to the EOC on status of the evacuation traffic flow.  The EOC should, in turn, provide periodic summaries to local officials and the DDC Chairperson in ______		.


Relocation of Personnel and Equipment from Threatened Areas.

Local governments in coastal areas may identify equipment and personnel needed to respond to and recover from a hurricane that are at risk and cannot be protected in place.   Hence, we may receive requests from evacuating jurisdictions to park or store equipment and host key workers in local facilities.  Requests from evacuating jurisdictions for this type of support should initially be referred to the Emergency Management Coordinator, who will address them to the appropriate local department or agency for action.

	Planned relocation sites in the local area are described in Tab D to this appendix.


Return of Hurricane Evacuees
Historically, most hurricane evacuees who stay in hotels, motels, or public shelter depart for their homes as soon as storm effects have passed in the area where they are staying and the roads to their homes are passable.   
In the aftermath of a storm, there are likely to be numerous requests for information on road conditions made to local police departments and sheriff’s offices, the Emergency Operations Center, and to shelter managers.  It is advisable to ensure that agencies who will be working with evacuees have information to refer people to the Texas Department of Transportation’s toll-free road conditions hotline (1-800-452-9292) and web site.

ORGANIZATION & ASSIGNMENT OF RESPONSIBILITIES

Organization

See Basic Plan, Section VI.

Task Assignments

See Annex C, Section VI.B.

DIRECTION & CONTROL

See Annex C, Section VII.

READINESS LEVELS

See Annex C, Section VIII.

ADMINISTRATION & SUPPORT

See Annex C, Section IX.

DEVELOPMENT & MAINTENANCE

See Annex C, Section X.
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	See Annex C, Section XI.
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HURRICANE EVACUEE ESTIMATES & DESTINATIONS 
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LOCAL COMMERCIAL ACCOMMODATIONS



Hotel/Motel Name			Address					# of Rooms
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LOCAL RV PARKS



Facility Name				Address					# of Spaces
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HURRICANE RELOCATION SITES



 

